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Introducing “Olli”
§ 16 Jun 2016: Local Motors, the leading vehicle technology integrator and creator of the world’s 

first 3D-printed cars, today introduced the first self-driving vehicle to integrate the advanced 
cognitive computing capabilities of IBM Watson IoT.
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Unique IBM Capabilities IBM Value Proposition

Cognitive capabilities and 
machine learning

Recognized by industry as a leader in cognitive computing and machine learning, an IBM solution 
leverages Watson services, our cloud analytics platform, and assets and expertise from IBM Research

Real time and predictive 
analytics that leverage 
contextual information

Industry leading real-time and predictive analytics and cognitive services combine information from the 
vehicle and insight services in the IBM cloud from The Weather Channel (an IBM company) and Twitter 
to adapt the vehicle’s behavior to the driver and driving context

Smart mobility, traffic, and 
customer insights

IBM provides a robust, industry-specific solution with pre-build data models and analytics for connected 
vehicle applications that integrate contextual data. Moving Object Map Analytics (MoMA) has over 30 
patents and BlueDrive is IBM Research’s patented solution for in-vehicle climate management. Watson 
IoT for Automotive includes more than 40 patents for low-latency distributed computing for 
vehicle/environment data processing, distributed data base technologies, geo-spatial data handling and 
hierarchical map data processing. 

High speed, optimized 
messaging for vehicles & 
Internet of Things

The Watson IoT for Automotive platform provides a high performance massively scalable connectivity 
solution tailored for the unique demands of the automotive industry. It supports over 100M concurrent 
connections on single clustered IP address using MQTT, the most mature and scalable data streaming 
solution in the market with over 15+ years of development.  Automakers are converging on this protocol 
for connected vehicles and the IOT industry is adopting MQTT as the leading protocol across the board.

Hybrid cloud platform for 
analytics-driven applications

Built on a flexible, secure, and performant architecture that is Open by Design™ and up to 8.7x faster 
than the competition, the in-vehicle and hybrid cloud analytics platform can support multiple domains and 
be deployed in over 28 data centers worldwide to meet your geographic needs. 

IBM’s Capabilities



Using proven IBM Watson IoT for Automotive platform 
SCALE with micro services based, 
hybrid cloud platform

SECURE two way vehicle communication 
and services

INSIGHT from highly detailed, multi-layered maps from 
various vendors

OPEN standards allow for wide range support of protocols 
and services

CLOUD infrastructure for global reach with 
local presence 

CONNECTIVITY secure, high volume connectivity with 
standard data formats

Vehicle InsightsScale Environment Insights

§ Enterprise level scaling

§ Secured infrastructure for 
multiple domains / use cases

§ Real time Contextual 
information

§ Awareness of vehicle and 
surrounding

§ Proactive diagnostics insights 
based on historic and real time 
data

§ Store and analyze historical 
information for actionable 
insights

§ Personalized mobility services

§ Store and analyze historical 
driving behavior and vehicle 
usage information

Driver Insights 

Watson, Cognitive Computing, Predictive Analytics
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Adding analytics capabilities to IoT data produces the 
intelligence of cognitive IoT

Natural 
Language 
Processing

Machine
Learning

Video/Image/
Audio 
Analytics

Text 
Analytics
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Other components that can be used for 
building IoT apps..

Data Storage & Analysis…

Cognitive computing…

Mobile… 

Web & Application…

… and many more !

http://bluemix.net



Selected Edge Analytics Projects in IBM Research
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Watson-on-Wheels Overview
Innovative on-vehicle analytics for driver behavior, road 

mapping, and fleet management
1. Watson-on-Wheels co-pilot alerts to avoid possible driver or vehicle harm and to 

suggest alternative routes to avoid traffic or alleviate driver fatigue.
• Road condition monitoring for potholes, speed bumps, other cars and hazards.
• Detects driver drowsiness based on facial queues.
• Learns driver preferences and behaviors to suggest routes that they would prefer.

2. Driver scoring using causal analysis of in-car data, cameras, and cell phone monitors.
• Driver recognition to tie driving habits and events to a specific person.
• Evaluates for many types of behavior including fuel efficient driving and safety. 
• Reduces dependency on internet or cellular data rates by doing analysis on the device in 

the vehicle,  sending only event (not all) data to centralized services.

3. Vehicle problem detection based on acoustic analytics.
• Identifies and alerts to possible damage or mechanical issues based on the sounds (e.g.  

something hitting the vehicle, grinding noises when turning  or other unusual vehicle noise).
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Computer Vision Analytics: IMARS (IBM Multimedia Analysis and Retrieval 
System) on Android 

§ IMARS is a powerful system that can be used to automatically index, 
classify, and search large collections of digital images and videos. IMARS 
works by applying computer-based algorithms that analyze visual features 
of the images and videos, and subsequently allows them to be 
automatically organized and searched based on their visual content. In 
addition to search and browse features, IMARS also:

– Automatically identifies, and optionally removes, exact duplicates from 
large collections of images and videos

– Automatically identifies near-duplicates
– Automatically clusters images into groups of similar images based on 

visual content
q This is extremely important in remote/embedded 

systems with limited memory: only get the classifiers 
you NEED (based on location, interests, etc)

– Automatically classifies images and videos as belonging or not to a 
pre-defined set (hereafter called taxonomy) of semantic categories 
(such as ‘Landmark’, ‘Infant’, etc.)

– Performs content-based retrieval to search for similar images based 
on one or more query images

– Tags images to create user defined categories within the collection
– Performs text based and metadata based searches

§ IMARS running on Android, no connection to cloud … all classification 
done ON DEVICE
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Audio (Acoustics) Analytics  

5. Develop Audio Analysis 
based IoT Solutions

4. Create a Service for 
Cognitive Audio Analysis

3. Develop a Library for a 
Cognitive Audio Analysis

2. Scientific Understanding of 
Audio Analytics Characteristics 

1. Compile a library of labeled 
data for Audio Analytics

Determine characteristics of  IoT Audio; Understand the set of 
features that work best for selected IoT domains

Software package that learns characteristics automatically from a set 
of labeled audio data, and best classify unknown sounds. 

A cloud-hosted service that eventually becomes a part of IoT 
Foundation. 

PoC and Pilots with customers that can become complete IoT 
Solutions

Compile a sufficiently large corpus of labeled IoT data for training 
and validation purposes

Audio Analytics software will identify the type of sound an IoT system is generating. 
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IBM and Cisco Combine the Power of Watson Internet of Things with Edge 
Analytics

http://www-03.ibm.com/press/us/en/pressrelease/49845.wss


